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The asymptotic behavior of the flow for a system of the NavierStokes type is
investigated. In the considered model, the viscous part of the stress tensor is
generally a nonlinear function of the symmetric part of the velocity gradient.
Provided that the function describing this dependence satisfies the polynomial
( p&1) growth condition, a unique weak solution exists if either p(2+n)2 and
u0 # H or p1+2n(n+2) and u0 # W 1, 2(C )n & H. In the first case, the existence of
a global attractor in H is proved. In order to indicate the finite-dimensional
behavior of the flow at infinity, the fractal dimension of the new invariant set, com-
posed from all short $-trajectories with initial value in the attractor, is estimated in
the L2(0, $; H ) topology. Having uniqueness only for more regular data in the
second case, many trajectories can start from the initial value u0 # H. This does not
allow one to define a semigroup on the space H. Therefore, the set of short trajec-
tories X s$ , closed in L
2(0, $; H ), is introduced along with a semigroup working on
this set. The existence of a global attractor with a finite fractal dimension is then
demonstrated.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction and Problem Formulation
Let C be a bounded set of Rn, n=2 or 3, with a sufficiently smooth
boundary C. For T>0, we will denote by QT the time cylinder C_I,
where I#(0, T ) is a time interval.
The motion of incompressible, viscous fluids in C, characterized by the
velocity field u=(u1 , u2 , ..., un) and the pressure ?, is governed by the
system of n+1 equations
div u=0, (1.1)
\0
ui
t
+\0 uj
ui
xj
=&
?
xi
+
{V
xj
+fi , i=1, 2, ..., n, (1.2)
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expressing the balance of mass and balance of momentum. Here
f=( f1 , f2 , ..., fn) is the field of body forces and {V is the viscous part of the
stress tensor for which the constitutive relation has to be prescribed. If the
linear Stokes law
{V=2+e (1.3)
is used then the system (1.1)(1.2) turns to the NavierStokes one. As usual,
e denotes the symmetric part of the velocity gradient with components
eij=eij (u)=
1
2 \
ui
xj
+
uj
xi+
and + is a positive viscosity coefficient. All quantities are evaluated at (x, t),
where x states the actual position and t represents time. Hereafter, we put
a constant density \0 equal to 1.
Let us supplement the equations (1.1) and (1.2) with the initial condition
u(x, 0)=u0(x) \x # C (1.4)
and let us investigate the Dirichlet problem that reads as
u(x, t)=0 \x # C_I. (1.5)
It is known that the uniqueness of a (weak) solution of the three-dimen-
sional NavierStokes equations is a challenging open problem. It conse-
quently is not possible to prove the existence of an absorbing set for this
dissipative system and this motivates us to consider a nonlinear perturba-
tion of the Stokes law (1.3) of the type
{V=2(+0++1 |e| r) e (1.6)
with +0 , +1 being positive constants and r being a nonnegative parameter
characterizing the quality of the perturbation. We can then ask for what r
the system (1.1)(1.2), (1.4)(1.6) is well posed and possesses an absorbing
set, a finite-dimensional global attractor. Since a function 1 : R
n2 [ R
given by
1(e)=|
|e| 2
0
(+0++1sr2) ds (1.7)
is a scalar potential to the tensor {V from (1.6), i.e., {V=1eij for all
i, j=1, 2, ..., n, we include this system in a model which is characterized by
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a more general tensor function { of e represented through a nonnegative
potential , that is
{V={(e) and {ij(e)=
(e)
eij
\i, j=1, 2, ..., n. (1.8)
We assume that
(o)=0,
(o)
eij
=0 \i, j=1, 2, ..., n ,
c1(1+|e| ) p&2 |!| 2
2(e)
ekl eij
! lk!
j
i
c2(1+|e| ) p&2 |!| 2 \! # Rn
2
, (1.9)
for some p>1. Here, ci , i=1, 2 are positive constants. Notice that p=2 for
the Stokes law (1.3) and p=r+2 for the relation (1.6).
We wish to emphasize that the constitutive law (1.8) covers many
models used in chemical and process engineering to explain phenomena
like shear thinning or shear thickening which appear in the flow of non-
Newtonian fluids.
1.10. Definition. Let u0 , f be given. Let p>1. The problem (NS)p
denotes the initial boundary value problems (1.1)(1.2), (1.4)(1.5),
(1.8)(1.9).
The objective of this paper is to prove the existence of an attracting set
with finite fractal dimension for the problem (NS)p with minimal p starting
from the recent existence, uniqueness and regularity results proved in [1]
and [13] that essentially extend previous ones proved in [6] or [9].
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we give an overview of
the existence and uniqueness results and sketch proofs of some of them.
Section 3 is devoted to the asymptotic study of solutions of (NS)p if
p(n+2)2. In this case the existence of a unique weak solution
u # C(I; H ) requires the initial value u0 to belong into the space H only. We
then define a family of operators St : H [ H,
St : u0 [ u(t) \t0,
that has all the semigroup properties and the general theory giving the
existence of the global attractor A is applied. Let us recall that the global
attractor A is defined as a nonempty compact subset of H which is
invariant with respect to St and attracts all bounded sets of H. In order to
indicate finite-dimensional behavior of the flow at infinity we need to
estimate the fractal dimension of the attractor A.
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Usually, the theory of Lyapunov exponents based on regularity of weak
solutions for a linearized system is applied (for instance see [24, 16]). In
our case, however, this required regularity of the solution is not known.
Consequently, we are not able to control the quantity
&Stu0&St v0&S$t(v0)(u0&v0)&2
where S$t(v0)(u0&v0) denotes the solution of the linearized system to
(1.1)(1.2) with initial value u0&v0 .1
The other method of estimating the dimension of invariant sets was
developed in [7] and it is based on the theorem which says that an
invariant set B has a finite fractal (Hausdorff) dimension if for all u0 ,
v0 # A there exist positive constants L and $<1 such that
&Stu0&St v0&2L &u0&v0 &2, (i)
&QNStu0&QN Stv0 &2$&u0&v0&2. (ii)
By QN we denote I&PN , where I is the identity map and PN denotes an
orthogonal projection to the space generated by the first N eigenvectors of
the Stokes operator. In contrast to [11], where we applied this criterion on
the system where the leading dissipative part is linear, we are not able to
verify condition (ii) above for the elements of attractor A associated to the
problem (NS)p . These are the reasons why we proceed here in a different
way.
First we add to the attractor A the set A$ composed from all short
trajectories having the length $ and starting in A and then, we estimate the
fractal dimension of this new invariant set A$ in topology L2(0, $; H). Let
us note that due to uniqueness, the elements of A are in onetoone
correspondence to the elements of A$ .
In Section 4, we concentrate on the investigation of the asymptotic
behavior of solutions to (NS)p if p1+(2n(n+2)). Here we can dispose
again by a unique weak solution, but higher regularity of the initial values
is needed. Thus, a semigroup on the space H cannot be defined. Therefore,
the set of short trajectories X$ , closed in L2(0, $;H), along with a semi-
group Lt working on this set is introduced. Using new regularity results,
the existence of a global attractor with finite fractal dimension is then
demonstrated.
As can be easily checked, the lower bound of p for both cases studied
separately in Sections 3 and 4 coincides for n=2 and is equal to 2, which
corresponds to the two-dimensional NavierStokes equations. For this
system the existence of a global attractor with finite fractal dimension is
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wellknown (see [7, 8, 3]). Nevertheless, even in such a case the presented
results are valuable since our approach admits also nonlinear relations
between stress {V and tensor e.2
Before ending this section some notation of function spaces and helpful
assertions are recalled.
Let q>1 and q$ be the dual index to q, i.e. 1q+1q$=1. The Lebesgue
spaces Lq(C ), Lq(C )n are the sets of scalar and Rn-valued measurable
functions defined on C or on QT with norm &u(t)&q=(C |u(x, t)|q dx)1q.
Mostly, the dependence of the norm on time will not be explicitly noted.
The norm of Sobolev spaces Wm, q(C )n is denoted by & }&m, q . The set
W1, q0 (C )
n represents a subspace of functions of W1, q(C )n with zero traces.
Then the Lq-norm of the gradient of ., denoted by |.| 1, q , is the equivalent
norm on W 1, q0 (C )
n.
The following Korn inequality proved in [15] will be often used: let
. # W 1, q0 (C )
n. Then
\|C |e(.)|q dx+
1q
Kq |.| 1, q , Kq>0. (1.11)
Let us denote
V=[, # C(C )n; div ,=0]; (1.12)
H=closure of V in the L2(C )n-norm; (1.13)
Vq=closure of V in the W 1, q(C )n-norm. (1.14)
The dual space of Vq is denoted by Vq* and ( } , } ) denotes the duality
between Vq and Vq*. The scalar product in H is marked by ( } , } ).
Let X be a Banach space with the norm & }&X . The space C(I; X ) con-
sists of all continuous functions u: I #[0, T] [ X. The Bochner spaces
Lq(I; X) consist of all measurable functions u: I [ X the norm of
which &u&qLq(I; X ) :=T0 &u(t)&qX dt is finite. For q=, the norm is
&u&L (I; X )#ess supt # I &u(t)&X .
Due to the continuous imbeddings Vq / H / Vq* it holds that
{u # Lq(I; Vq); dudt # Lq$(I; Vq*)= / C(I; H ). (1.15)
For the proof, see [5, Theorem 1.17, Chap. 4]. In (1.15) dudt denotes the
generalized derivative of the function u on I.
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1.16. Lemma (AubinLions). Let X be a Banach space, and X0 , X1
separable, reflexive Banach spaces. Provided that X0 // X / X1 , then
{v # L:(I; X0) with dvdt # L;(I; X1)= // L:(I; X ),
where 1<:, ;<+.
Proof. See for instance [9]. K
2. Overview of the Existence and Uniqueness Results
Let
p1+
2n
n+2
with p$=
p
p&1
(2.1)
and let
u0 # H and f # Lp$(I; Vp*). (2.2)
2.3. Definition. Let (2.1)(2.2) be satisfied. The function
u # C(I; H) & Lp(I; Vp) (2.4)
with
du
dt
# Lp$(I; Vp*) (2.5)
is called the weak solution of the problem (NS)p if
du(t)dt , .+|C uj (t)
ui (t)
xj
.i dx+|
C
{ij (e(u(t)) eij(.) dx=(f(t), .)
(2.6)
is fulfilled almost everywhere in I and for every . # Vp .
2.7. Definition. Let us define
(i) the operator T by
|
T
0
(T (u)(t), v(t)) dt#|
T
0
|
C
{ij (e(u(x, t))) eij (v(x, t)) dx dt;
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(ii) the operator B by
|
T
0
(B(u)(t), v(t)) dt#|
T
0
|
C
uj (x, t)
ui (x, t)
xj
vi (x, t) dx dt.
2.8. Lemma. (i) Let p>1. Then
T : Lp(I; Vp) [ Lp$(I; Vp*) continuously.
(ii) Let p1+2n(n+2). Then
B: Lp(I; Vp) & L(I; H) [ Lp$(I; Vp*) continuously.
Proof. (i). It follows from (1.9)
|{ij (e)|c3(1+|e| ) p&1, c3>0. (2.9)
This growth condition along with the Ho lder inequality finishes the proof
of (i).
In order to prove (ii), let us start with the interpolation inequality3
&u&_c &u&1&:2 &u&
:
np(n&p) with :=
(_&2) np
_(np&2(n&p))
, (2.10)
provided that 2_np(n&p). We verify now that if u # Lp(I; Vp) &
L(I; H) then
u # L_(QT) with _=
2+n
n
p. (2.11)
Indeed,
|
T
0
&u&__ dtc |
T
0
&u& (1&:)_2 &u&
:_
np(n&p) dt
c~ |
T
0
&u& p (_&2) n(np&2(n&p))1, p dt. (2.12)
The right side of (2.12) is finite provided that
(_&2) n
np&2(n&p)
=1.
Thus (2.11) is proved.
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Now
|
T
0 } |C \uj
ui
xj
vi+ (x, t) dx } dt&{v&L p(Q T ) &u&2L2p$(QT ) . (2.13)
The right side of (2.13) is bounded if 2p( p&1)(2+n) pn or in any case
if p1+2n(n+2). The proof of the lemma is complete. K
The previous lemma allows us to rewrite the weak formulation in the
operator equation
du
dt
+T (u)+B(u)=f
with
du
dt
# Lp$(I; Vp*).
Due to (1.15) the initial condition (1.4) is meaningful under assumption (2.2).
2.14. Theorem. Let the assumptions (2.1), (2.2) be satisfied. Then
(i) there exists a weak solution of the problem (NS)p and
u # L2loc(I; W
2, 2(C)3) & Lloc(I; W
1, p(C )3); (2.15)
u # Lploc(I; W
1, 3p(C)3), if n=3; (2.16)
du
dt
# L2loc(I; H ). (2.17)
Moreover, if u0 # W1, p(C )n & H then the regularity results (2.15)(2.17) hold
globally on I and the weak solution is unique.
(ii) If u0 # H and p(n+2)2 then the weak solution is also unique.
Proof. The proof of the existence is omitted. It can be found in [6, 9]
or together with regularity results (2.15)(2.17) in [1 or 13] for the space
periodic problem or in [10] for the Dirichlet problem. We only sketch the
proof of uniqueness if n=3.
First, let u0 # W1, 2(C)n & H and p satisfy (2.1). Let us suppose the exist-
ence of two weak solutions u, v to the problem (NS)p with the same initial
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value u0 . Put w#u&v. Subtracting the weak formulation for v from one
for u and taking w as the test function in the resulting equation, we get
1
2
d
dt
&w&22+|
C
[{ij (e(u))&{ij (e(v))] eij (w) dx=&|
C
wj
ui
xj
wi dx. (2.18)
From (1.9)
|
C
[{ij(e(u))&{ij (e(v))] eij(w) dxc1 :
3
i, j=1
|
C
|eij(w)| 2 dx , c1>0. (2.19)
Using (1.11) and the Ho lder inequality on the convective term, we obtain
from (2.18)
1
2
d
dt
&w&22+ c^ |w|
2
1, 2|u| 1, 3p &w&
2
6p(3p&1) , c^=c1 K
2
2 . (2.20)
The interpolation inequality &w&6p(3p&1)d &w& (2p&1)2p2 |w|
12p
1, 2 and the
Young inequality then imply
d
dt
&w&22+ c^ |w|
2
1, 2c4 |u|
2p(2p&1)
1, 3p &w&
2
2 , c4=
2p&1
p \
d 2
(c^p)1(2p)+
2p(2p&1)
.
(2.21)
Since the function g(t)# |u| 2p(2p&1)1, 3p is integrable on I thanks to (2.16) and
w(0)=0, the classical Gronwall lemma gives
&w(t)&22=0 for all t0.
(ii). Now p(n+2)2 and u0 # H. As in the previous proof we have
1
2
d
dt
&w&22+c^ |w|
2
1, 2|
C
|w| 2 |{u| dx|u| 1, p &w&22p$ . (2.22)
Using the fact that &w&2p$d &w& (2p&3)2p2 |w|
32p
1, 2 and the Young inequality,
we obtain
d
dt
&w&22+ c^ |w| 21, 2c5 |u| 2p(2p&3)1, p &w&22 (2.23)
with c5 given by the similar relation as c4 in (2.21). All assumptions of the
Gronwall lemma are again satisfied, namely, the function
g(t)=|u(t)| 2p(2p&3)1, p is integrable on (0, T ) if and only if p
5
2.
Thus, the proofs of uniqueness are complete. K
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2.24. Remark. In Theorem 2.14 we state results that are needed in the
following sections. Let us remark, however, that weak solutions of the
problem (NS)p exist already for p>3n(n+2). This is proved in [1, 12,
13]. If p>2n(n+2) (and less than 3n(n+2)) then the existence of
measure-valued solutions can be proved. See for instance [11] or [13].
3. Asymptotic Study of Solutions if p(n+2)2
Let p(n+2)2, u0 # H and f # L2(C)n. According to the part (ii) of
Theorem 2.14, just one weak solution u # C(I; H) of the problem (NS)p
exists. For such p, we can define a family of operators (St)t0: H [ H by
St : u0 [ u(t). (3.1)
3.2. Lemma. (i) The operators (St)t0 form a semigroup, i.e.,
St+su0=St(Ssu0) \u0 # H \s, t>0
S0=I the identity map
lim
t  0+
St u0=u0 .
(ii) St : H [ H is a continuous mapping for all t0.
Proof. (i) is a consequence of the uniqueness and (2.4). (ii) follows from
(2.23) after using the Gronwall lemma. K
3.3. Definition. A subset A/H is called a global attractor for the
semigroup (St)t0 if the following properties are satisfied:
(:) StA=A \t0;
(;) A is the compact set;
(#) dist(St B0 , A) wwt   0 for every bounded set B0/H.
3.4. Remark. It is known that such an attractor is an unique, connected
set which is maximal among all invariant sets. Recall that dist(A, B)#
supu # A infv # B(&u&v&2). For details see [16].
3.5. Theorem. Let B\ be a ball in a topology which is compactly embedded
in the topology of H and let B\ be an absorbing set in H ; i.e., for every bounded
B/H there exists t0=t0(B) such that St B/B\ for tt0 . Then
A= ,
t0
.
st
SsB\
is the global attractor.
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Proof. See for instance [16, p. 23]. K
3.6. Theorem. Let p(n+2)2. Then there exists a ball
B\=[u # Vp ; |u| 1, p\]
which absorbs all bounded sets in H.
Proof. Let n=3. It follows from (1.9) that
{ijeijc1(1+|e| p&2)|e| 2.
From the first energy estimate, we have
d
dt
&u&22+c1 K 22 |u| 21, 2+2c1K pp |u| p1, p
&f&22
c1*1K 22
. (3.7)
Since *1 &u&22|u|
2
1, 2 , where *1 is the first eigenvalue of the Stokes
operator, one obtains
d
dt
(&u(s)&22 e*1 c 1 K
2
2 t)
&f&22
*1c1K22
e*1c 1K
2
2 t. (3.8)
By integrating (3.8) over (0, t) we get
&u(t)&22&u0 &
2
2 e
&*1 c 1K
2
2 t+
&f&22
*21c
2
1K
4
2
(1&e&*1c 1K
2
2 t). (3.9)
Denote \0=&f&2 *1 c1K 22 . Clearly, balls in H with radius \^, \^>\0 absorb
bounded sets in H-topology. More precisely, for every \^>\0 and for every
B/H bounded there exists a t0#t0(B) such that &u(t)&2\^ for tt0 .
Let us take such tt0 and integrate (3.7) between t and t+1; then
2c1K pp |
t+1
t
|u| p1, p
&f&22
c1*1 K 22
+&u(t)&22
&f&22
c1*1K 22
+\^2#C ( \^). (3.10)
Put C( \^)#C ( \^)2c1K pp .
Now, let us use dudt as a test function in (2.6). We obtain
1
2 "
du
dt"
2
2
+
d
dt
&(e)&1&f&22+|
C
|u| 2 |{u| 2 dx
&f&22+|u|
2
1, p &u&
2
2p( p&2) . (3.11)
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Let p<3. Due to the interpolation inequality4 &u&2p( p&2)d |u| 6(5p&6)1, p
&u& (5p&12)(5p&6)2 and since
c7 |u| p1, p&(e)&1c8(1+|u|
p
1, p) (3.12)
the right side of (3.11) can be estimated as
&u&22pp&2 |u|
2
1, pd |u|
p
1, p |u|
p(16&5p)(5p&6)
1, p &u&
2(5p&12)(5p&6)
2
d &(e)&1 |u| p(16&5p)(5p&6)1, p &u&
2(5p&12)(5p&6)
2 . (3.13)
From (3.11) and (3.13)
d
dt
&(e)&1&f&22+c &(e)&1 |u|
p(16&5p)(5p&6)
1, p &u&
2(5p&12)(5p&6)
2 . (3.14)
Let us put y=&(e)&1 , h=&f&22 , and g=|u| p(16&5p)(5p&6)1, p &u&2(5p&12)(5p&6)2
in the Uniform Gronwall Lemma (3.18) below. Then for tt0
|
t+1
t
y({) d{ 
(3.10), (3.12)
c8(1+C( \^))#:3 , (3.15)
|
t+1
t
g({) d{\^2(5p&12)(5p&6) |
t+1
t
&u& p(16&5p)(5p&6)1, p d{

(3.10)
\^2(5p&12)(5p&6) C( \^)#:1 . (3.16)
Finally,
|u(t)| p1, p(:3+:2) e
:1#:p \tt0+1 (3.17)
with :2=&f&22 . Since :=:( \^) one can easily see that the ball B\=
[u(t) # Vp ; &u&1, p\] absorbs all bounded sets in H as far as \:. K
3.18. Lemma (Uniform Gronwall). Let g, h, y be three positive locally
integrable functions for t0t< which satisfy
dy
dt
gy+h for all tt0
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and
|
t+1
t
g(s) ds:1 , |
t+1
t
h(s) ds:2 ,
|
t+1
t
y(s) ds:3 for all tt0 ,
where :1 , :2 , :3 are positive constants. Then
y(t+1)(:3+:2) exp :1 for all tt0 .
Proof. see [16, p. 89]. K
We close the first part of this section by summarizing the proved result:
3.19. Theorem. Let p(2+n)2. The dynamical system given by the
semigroup (St)t0 to the problem (NS)p possesses the global attractor A.
Proof. The theorem follows from Theorems 3.5 and 3.6. K
In order to indicate that the chaotic behavior of the solution of the
problem (NS)p is characterized by a finite number of degrees of freedom,
it is usual to show the finiteness of the Hausdorff or fractal dimension of
the attractor A. This question is usually connected with the regularity of
the linearized problem and the introducing of Lyapunov exponents (see for
example [2, 3]).
Because regularity of the linearized system is lacking we proceed here in
a different way. Having the attractor A we define the set of short trajec-
tories A$ of the attractor A.
3.20. Definition. Let $ be positive and fixed. An element
[/({, u0)]{ # [0, $] belongs to A$ if and only if u0 # A and /({, u0)=S{u0 for
all { # [0, $]. We will call an element [/({, u0)]{ # [0, $] a short trajectory
and abbreviate by /( } , u0).
3.21. Lemma. The set A$ is an invariant set with respect to the semigroup
(St)t0 , i.e.,
StA$=A$ \t0.
Proof. (1) Let / # ( } , u0) # A$ and let t>0 be arbitrary but fixed.
Because u0 # A and A is invariant there exists a u # A such that Stu=u0 .
But due to the semigroup property /({, u0)=St S{u for all { # [0, $]. Let us
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denote the short trajectory starting from u by /1( } , u). Then /( } , u0)=
St /1( } , u) and /1( } , u) # A$ . Since t is chosen arbitrarily, A$/St A$ for all
t0.
(2) The opposite inclusion is proved in the same way. K
3.22. Definition. Let X be a Banach space and let A/X be an
invariant set with respect to the semigroup St : X [ X. Then the fractal
dimension of A is defined by
df (A)=lim sup
=  0
log n=(A)
log 1=
, (3.23)
where n=(A) denotes the minimum number of balls of radius = in X which
is necessary to cover A.
Let us denote by Y the space W 3, 2(C )n & V2 . In the sequel we will
mainly work with the spaces L2(0, $; H ) and W#[u # L2(0, $; V2);
dudt # L2(0, $; Y*)], respectively. Let us therefore denote
&u&20#|
$
0
&u&22 d{ and &u&
2
1#|
$
0
|u| 21, 2 d{+|
$
0 }
du
dt }
2
Y*
d{. (3.24)
Similarly, B0\ denotes a ball of radius \ with respect to the norm & }&0 in
contrast to B1\ , which denotes the ball in the & }&1-norm of radius \. Thus
B0= (u0)#[u; &u&u0&0=],
B1= (u0)#[u; &u&u0&1=].
3.25. Lemma. Let p # [(2+n)2, 4]. Let /1( } , u0), resp. /2( } , v0), be two
short trajectories starting from u0 # A, resp. v0 # A. If $ satisfies (3.30) then
there exists a }>0 such that for arbitrary t$
&St/1( } , u0)&St/2( } , v0)&21} &/
1( } , u0)&/2( } , v0)&20 . (3.26)
Proof. Let u(t)#St u0 , v(t)#St v0 . Then the difference w=u&v
satisfies the inequality (2.23). If we integrate this inequality between t&s
and t+r, s # [0, $2], r # [0, $] with t$, we have
&w(t+r)&22&&w(t&s)&
2
2+c^ |
r
&s
|w(t+{)| 21, 2 d{
c5 |
r
&s
&w(t+{)&22 |u(t+{)| 2p(2p&3)1, p d{. (3.27)
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Denote
#(t)# sup
r # [&$2, $]
&w(t+r)&22 .
Then we get from (3.27)
#(t)+c^ |
$
0
|w(t+{)| 21, 2 d{
2#(t) |
$
&$2
|u(t+{)| 2p(2p&3)1, p d{+2 &w(t&s)&
2
2 . (3.28)
Further, from (3.17) and from the fact that A is invariant we know that
|u(t+{)|1, p:. (3.29)
Now, if
(1&3(:)2p(2p&3) $)0. (3.30)
then it follows from (3.28)
c^ |
$
0
|w(t+{)| 21, 2 d{&w(t&s)&
2
2 . (3.31)
After integrating (3.31) with respect to s between 0 and $2 and using con-
tinuity of St , we obtain the estimate of L2(0, $; V2)-norm by L2(0, $; H)-
norm.
Now we need the estimate of L2(0, $; Y*)-norm. Let . # L2(t, t+$; Y )
and &.&L 2(t, t+$; Y)1.Then
|
$
0 \
dw
dt
(t+{), .(t+{)+ d{
=&|
$
0
|
C
[{ij (e(u(t+{)))&{ij (e(v(t+{)))] eij(.(t+{)) dx d{
&|
$
0
|
C \uj
ui
xj
&vj
vi
xj+ (t+{) .i (t+{) dx d{#I1+I2 .
But
|I1 ||
$
0
|
C
(1+|{u(t+{)|+|{v(t+{)| )p&2
_|e(w(t+{))| |e(.(t+{))| dx d{
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|
$
0
&.(t+{)&3, 2 |w(t+{)| 1, 2 \|C (1+|{u(t+{)|
+|{v(t+{)| )2( p&2) dx+
12
d{.
Since p4 then 2( p&2)p. Using (3.29) we get
|I1 |}(:) \|
$
0
|w(t+{)| 21, 2 d{+
12
\|
$
0
&w({)&22 d{+
12
.
The last inequality follows from the estimates above. Similarly we bound
the convective term I2 . Thus the lemma is proved. K
3.32. Theorem. Let $ satisfy (3.30) and p # [(2+n)2, 4]. Then the set
A$ introduced in Definition 3.20 has a finite fractal dimension.
Proof. Since A$ is bounded there exists an R>0 such that
A$/B0R.
By using Lemma 3.21 and Lemma 3.25 we have
A$=StA$/StB0R /
(3.26)
B1}R , for t$.
But due to Lemma 1.16, this last set is relatively compact in L2(0, $; H)
and consequently can be covered by a finite number N of balls of radius
R2. It is easy to verify that the number N does not depend on the centrum
of a ball and the dilatation R. Thus
A$/ .
N
i=1
B0R2(!i ).
Now, we proceed iteratively:
A$=StA$/ .
N
i=1
StB0R2 /
(3.26)
.
N
i, j=1
B1}R2(!ij ).
Again, with the help of 1.16, we get
A$/ .
N
i, j=1
B0R4(!ij )
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and we continue the iteration process with =j=R2 j. Thus
log n=j (A$)
log 1=j

j log N
j log 2&log R
. (3.33)
It it easy to check that the estimate of the fraction in (3.33) is finite not
only for the sequence =j (as j  ) but also for an arbitrary sequence =^k
tending to zero as k  . K
4. Asymptotic Study of Solutions if p1+2n(n+2)
Let p1+2n(n+2) and u0 # H, f # L2(C )n. Notice that this case coin-
cides with the previous one (Section 3) in two dimensions.
Since we have uniqueness only for smoother data, see Theorem 2.14(ii),
many trajectories can start from the initial value u0 # H. Let us denote
these trajectories by [/;({, u0)]{ # [0, $] , for short /;( } , u0), ; # 1u 0 , where
1u 0 is the set of indices marking trajectories starting from u0 .
4.1. Definition (Set of Short Trajectories). Let $>0. We define
X$# .
u 0 # H
.
; # 1u 0
/;( } , u0),
(4.2)
X s$#X$ ,
where the closure is with respect to the norm of L2(0, $; H).
Then the space X s$ equipped by the topology of L
2(0, $; H) is a metric
space. Let us define the operators Lt : X s$ [ X
s
$ by the relation
Lt(/;( } , u0))=/( } , /;(t, u0)): L2(0, $; H) [ L2(0, $; H) (4.3)
if /;( } , u0) # X$ and by the natural extension (as a limit of a Cauchy
sequence) if /;( } ) # X s$ "X$. Due to Lipschitz continuity of Lt we will work
only with elements of X$.
4.4. Lemma. (i) The operators (Lt)t0 form a semigroup on X s$ .
(ii) The mapping Lt : X s$ [ X
s
$ is continuous for all t0.
Proof. (i) follows from the fact that /($, u0) # W1, 2(C )3 and the
operators St : W1, 2(C )3 [ W1, 2(C )3 defined by St(u0)=u(t) have the semi-
group property. (But it is not clear whether these operators are continuous
for fixed t0 with respect to the W1, 2 topology.)
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(ii) Let t>0 be arbitrary, but fixed. Let u(t) respectively v(t), be two
solutions with the initial values u0 , respectively, v0 . As in the proof of the
uniqueness, we have the inequality (2.21) for the difference w=u&v.
Take s # (0, $), { # ($2, $) and integrate (2.21) between { and t+s. We
obtain
&w(t+s)&22&w({)&
2
2+c4 |
t+s
{
&w&22 |u|
2p(2p&1)
1, 3p d!. (4.5)
The classical Gronwall Lemma then implies
&w(t+s)&22&w({)&22 exp (|
t+s
{
|u| 2p(2p&1)1, 3p d!+
&w({)&22 M$ , (4.6)
where M$#exp(t+$$2 |u|
2p(2p&1)
1, 3p d!) is a finite number due to (2.16). Now,
we integrate (4.7) with respect to s between 0 and $ and then the resulting
inequality with respect to { over ($2, $). We get
|
$
0
&w(t+s)&22 ds2M$ |
2
$2
&w({)&22 d{2M$ |
$
0
&w({)&22 d{. (4.7)
The assertion (ii) is proved. K
We want to prove the existence of the global attractor of the semigroup
(Lt)t0 according to Theorem 3.5. Let us look for an absorbing set BW in
the space
W#{u # Lp(0, $; Vp); dudt # Lp$(0, $; Vp*)=
which is compactly embedded in L2(0, $; H) due to Lemma 1.16.
Let us start with an easy observation:
4.8. Lemma (Absorbing Set in X s$). Put \0=$ &f&2*1c1 K
2
2 . If \$>\0
then a ball B0\$ is absorbing in X
s
$ .
Proof. After integrating (3.8) between { and t+{ one obtains
&u(t+{)&22&u({)&
2
2 e
&*1c 1 K2
2 t+
&f&22
*21 c
2
1K
4
2
(1&e&*1c 1K 2
2 t). (4.9)
The proof is finished by integrating (4.9) with respect to { over (0, $). K
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4.10. Lemma. There exists a ball BW in W which absorbs all bounded
sets of X s$ .
Proof. Let B/X s$ be a bounded set. Let \$>\0 . Then there exists
(according to Lemma 4.8) a t0=t0(B) such that
LtB/B0\$ \tt0.
Let us integrate (3.7) between t&s and t+$ with tt0+$2, s # (0, $2).
Then
&u(t+$)&22+c~ |
$
0
|u(t+{)| p1, p d{

3$
2
&f&22
c1*1K 22
+&u(t&s)&22 with c~ =2c1K
p
p . (4.11)
After integrating (4.11) over (0, $2) with respect to s, we get
|
$
0
|u(t+{)| p1, p d{
3$
2c~
&f&22
c1 *1K 22
+
2
$c~ |
$2
0 "u \t&
$
2
+{+"
2
2
d{

3$
2c~
&f&22
c1 *1K 22
+
2
$c~
(\$)2#\^. (4.12)
We see that the ball B\^ in Lp(0, $; Vp) absorbs all bounded sets of Xs$ .
It remains to prove the existence of a constant C1=C1(\$) such that
|
$
0 "
du(t+{)
dt "
p$
Vp*
C1 for all tt0+
$
2
. (4.13)
But this is a consequence of Lemma 2.8, where we use (4.12) and
also (3.9). K
4.14. Theorem. The dynamical system given by the semigroup (Lt)t0
to the problem (NS )p , p1+2n(n+2), possesses the global attractor,
denoted by AX s$/X
s
$ . Moreover, if $ satisfies (4.19) below, then
df (AXs$)<. (4.15)
Proof. The existence of the global attractor AX s$ follows from Theorem
3.5 and from Lemma 4.10.
The proof of (4.15) is the analogue of the proof of Theorem 3.32 with St
replaced by Lt and Lemma 4.16 below used instead of Lemma 3.25. K
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4.16. Lemma. Let $ satisfy (4.19) and p # [1+2n(n+2), 4]. Let
/1( } , u0) and /2( } , v0) be two short trajectories belonging to AX s$ . Then there
exists a }>0 such that for arbitrary t$
&Lt /1( } , u0)&Lt/2( } , v0)&21} &/
1( } , u0)&/2( } , v0)&20 . (4.17)
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.25. But now we start
from the inequality (2.21).
Let t$. After integrating (2.21) between t&s and t+r, s # [0, $2],
r # [0, $], we get
&w(t+r)&22&&w(t&s)&22+c^ |
r
&s
|w(t+{)| 21, 2 d{
c4 |
r
&s
&w(t+{)&22 |u(t+{)|
2p(2p&1)
1, 3p d{. (4.18)
Denote
#(t)= sup
r # [&$2, $]
&w(t+r)&22 .
Then we get from (4.18)
#(t)+c^ |
$
0
|w(t+{)| 21, 2 d{2$
:#(t) |
$
&$2
|u(t+{)| p1, 3p d{+&w(t&s)&
2
2 ,
where :=(2p&3)(2p&1)>0. But
|
$
&$2
|u(t+{)| p1, 3p d{KT
according to (2.16), where KT depends only on some ‘‘large’’ T but not on
t # ($2, T+$). Provided that
(1&KT$:)0 :=
2p&3
2p&1
(4.19)
we get (4.17) in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 3.25.
The estimate of the differences of time derivatives in L2(0, $;
(W3, 2(C )n & V2))*) is completely the same as in Lemma 3.25. The proof is
finished. K
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